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1. Introduction. Let © be a Lie algebra over a field A. A decom-

position of © is a triple (ni, b, n2) of subalgebras of © such that

® = niffif)©n2 a vector space direct sum and such that [b, n,-]Cn<

for 4 = 1, 2. In [5] we showed how one could "induce" ©-modules

from b-modules in a natural manner. In this paper we prove a useable

necessary and sufficient condition that a ©-module must satisfy in

order that it be "induced" from an b-module. We apply this method

of induction to obtain all well-known simple modules (not necessar-

ily finite dimensional) for semisimple Lie algebras over algebraically

closed fields of characteristic 0.

2. Preliminary results. Let © be a Lie algebra over a field A with

decomposition (tti, I), n2). Set f = ni+f). Let £/(©) be the universal

enveloping algebra of © and let U(t), U(nî), U(í¡¡) and P(n2) be the

universal enveloping algebras of f, tti, f), n2 canonically embedded in

P(@). We look upon P(@) as a left P(f)-module and a right P(®)-
module under, respectively, left and right multiplication. Let W be

an b-module. We denote by W the f-module with space W and with

ni-W=0. We set T(W)=HomtHi)(U(®), W) with the natural left

©-module structure

(x-f)(g) = f(gx)       for x G ®,   / G T(W),   g Q U(&).

By the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt (abbreviated P-B-W) theorem £/(©)

= P(f)n2 • P(n2) © U(t) a right f)-module, left f-module direct sum.

Let 7: i/(®)—>P(f) be the corresponding f)-module projection. Let

w: W->T(W) be defined by w(v)(g)=y(g)-v lor gQU(&), vQW. It
is easy to see that w(W) = T(W) o y (see [5]) and is thus isomorphic

with W as an b-module. We set W*=U(®)-w(W). W* is a ®-

submodule of T(W) and IF* is the "induced" module of §1. Before

proceeding, we introduce one more bit of notation. If F is a left ®-

module and if M is asubalgebra of ® then set VM= {vQV\ M-v = 0}.

Lemma 2.1. Peí W be an t)-module.
(1) (W*)n'9*(0) if W*9*(0).
(2) U(®)-(W*)n* = W*.
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(3) (W*)T\Tli-W* = (0).

(4) ni-IF* contains no nonzero ®-modules.

Proof. w(W) = (W*)n* and thus (1) is true. Statement (2) is just

the definition of IF*. To prove statement (3) we notice that if

fE(W*Y* then/;¿0 if and only if/(1)^0. If «r/£(IF*)ni for some

fEW* and mGiu then (»i-/)(l)=/(»i)=»i\f(l) =0. Thus «r/=0.
We have thus proven (3). IffErii-W* and if U(®)-fEni-W* then
(g-f) o 7 = 0 for all g ££/(©). In fact, if (g-f) o y ^0 for some gE U(®)

then g-f oyE(W*)n* (by the remarks preceding the lemma) and

g-fEni-W* implies that g- (foy)Erii- IF*C\(IF*)n2 = (0), which is a

contradiction. We thus have 0 = (g-f)(y(l)) = (g-f)(l)=f(g) for all

gEU(&). Hence/ = 0. The lemma is thus proved.

Lemma 1 implies that as an f)-module, W* = (W*)n2®xii-W*. Let

P: IF*—»(PF*)"2 and Q: W*-*xii-W* be the corresponding f)-module

projections.

Lemma 2.2. Let V be a ®-module and let W be an i)-module. Then the

map Homci(@)(F, IF*)—>Homuü)(V, W) given by f—>P of is 1-1.

(Here IF*"2 is identified with W as an t)-module.)

Proof. If Po/=0 then /(V) Oh• IF*. Lemma 1 (4) tell us that

/(F) = (0).Thus/=0.
We note that Lemma 2 is formally half of the Frobenius reci-

procity theorem. We conclude this section with a useful sufficient con-

dition for simplicity of IF*.

Proposition 2.1. Let W be a simple %-module. Suppose that tu- IF*

contains no i)-modules isomorphic with W. Then W* is simple.

Proof. Let M be a nonzero ®-submodule of IF*. Let P and Q be

as above. By Lemma 2.1 (4), P(M)^(0). Thus P(M) = IF*n2 since

W*ni is simple. If M^W* then there is a vEM such that P(v)^0

and Q(v)5¿0. In fact, if there is a vEM such that Q(v) =0, P(v)^0

then vEW**2 and by definition of IF* and simplicity of IF, U(®)-v

= W*. Let vEM such that P(v)^0 and Q(v)^0. If h-P(v)^0 and

h-Q(v)=Q for some hEU(i)) then by the above argument M=W*.

Thus there is an element v in M such that P(v) ¿¿0 and such that if

h-P(v)9^0 then h-Q(v)^0. Now let W = t/(b) -Q(v) Cnr IF*. We de-
fine a map £: W—»IF*"1 by setting £(h-Q(v)) =h-P(v) for each

hEU(i)). We show that £ is well defined. If h-Q(v)=h'-Q(v) then
(h-h')Q(v) =0. Thus (h-h')P(v) =0 and thus $(h-Q(v)) =£(h'-Q(v)).
Thus £ is well defined and injective. £ is now clearly an f)-module

isomorphism. This contradiction implies that M=W*.
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3. An imprimitivity theorem. In this section we prove the converse

of Lemma 2.1. We maintain the notation of §2.

Theorem 3.1. If V is a ®-module such that

(1) V"*^(fi)if V9*(0),
(2) U(®)-V"*=V,
(3) ni-VrW1^^),
(4) iti ■ V contains no nonzero ty-submodules of V then V is ®-iso-

morphic with (F"2)*.

Proof. By the P-B-W theorem P(@) = t/(n2+b) +ni • U(rii) P(n2 + f>)

a left b-module direct sum. Let 71: P(®)—>i/(n2 + b) and 72: P(@)

—nu- P(ni)P(n2 + b) be the corresponding b-module projections.

Suppose that vQV. Then v=g-v for some vQV"'' by (2). Thus

v = yi(g)-v+y2(g)-v with yi(g)-vQVn,i and yi(g)-vQxii-V. Now (3)

implies that V= ^©m- V an b-module direct sum. Let P: F—>F"2

be the corresponding b-module projection. We define b: F—»r(F"2) by

b(v)(g)=R(g-v). Then b(v)(kg) =R(kg-v) =0 if ¿Gtti-P(@). b(v)(kg)
= R(kg-v)=k-R(gv) if kQi). Thus b(v)QT(W). Now b(g0-v)(g)
= R(ggo-v) = b(v)(ggo) = (go-b(v))(g) and thus b: V-+T(V) is a ®-

module homomorphism. If b(v)=0 then b(v)(g)=0 for all gQU(@)

and thus R(g-v)=0 for all gQU(®). This says that P(®)-^Cni-F

and hence v = 0. Thus 5 is injective. Suppose that vQ V2 then b(v)(g)

= R(g-v) =7(g) -v (here v is looked upon as an element of F"2)'. Thus

g|Fn2 = î£j. This clearly implies that

5(F) = U(®)w(V«,) = (V<)*. Q.E.D.

As a corollary to Theorem 3.1 we derive the main result of [S]

without using the technique of "double dualization."

Corollary 3.1. Suppose that V is a finite dimensional simple @-

module and that tti and rt2 act nilpotently on V. Then V is isomorphic

with (F"2)* as a ®-module.

Proof. We show that ^satisfies conditions (l)-(4) of Theorem 3.1.

If F=(0) then F=(0)*. If F^(O) then by assumption Vn29*(0).

Since V is simple, P(®)- F"2= V. If nr FnF"2^(0) then

F = P(®)-(nrFn F«,) = U(xii)-(nvvr\ F-») C P(iii)ni-F.

But lu acts nilpotently on V; thus the above inclusion implies the

contradiction F=(0). Thus iti- FfW2 = (0). Finally, since nr V is a

proper subspace of V, nv F cannot contain any nonzero ©-submodule

of V.
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4. The standard decomposition of a semisimple Lie algebra. In

this section we assume that ® is semisimple and that K is of char-

acteristic 0 and algebraically closed. Let f) be a Cartan subalgebra of

® and let A be the root system of ® with respect to b. That is, let A

be the set of all linear forms a on f) such that the set ®a = {xE® | [h,x]

= a(h) -x for all hEfy} is nonzero. Let ir be a set of linearly indepen-

dent elements of A such that every element of A can be written as an

integral combination of the elements of x with the coefficients all

having the same sign. Such systems always exist, see e.g. Jacobson

[3]. Let >- be a linear order on A corresponding to t (i.e. o:>-0 if

a=^nyy sum over y£tt with   ^Z«v>0).  Let n+=2«>o®ai n~

= £a<o ®«. Then ® = n~©b©n+ is a decomposition of ®.

Proposition 4.1. If W is a simple finite dimensional ( = 1 dimen-

sional) i)-module then W* is a simple ®-module.

Proof. IF* = U(@) ■ W*n+ = U(xr) ■ IF*n+ = IF*n+©n- • U(rr) ■ W*n+.

Now consider n~-U(n~) as an f)-module under the action ad(h)n

= h-n — n-h for «En-- U(rr).
By the P-B-W theorem it- • U(n~) is completely reducible as an

b-module and n~• U(xr) = ^F7 where Vy = {«En-- U(n~)\ad(h) -n

= y(h) •«, hEfy] and the above sum is an f)-module direct sum where

the y's are taken to be all nonnegative integral combinations of posi-

tive roots. Furthermore dim« Vy=p(y). p(y) is the number of ways

that y can be written as a sum 7 = 71+ • • • +yr where 7,-EA,

0"<7i = 72 = 73= • ■ • ^7r. Thus n~- U(it)®k IF*n+ as a Lie algebra

tensor product module (i.e. h- (n®v) =ad(A) -n®v+n®h-v) is iso-

morphic with 2v p(y)Ky®W where Ky is the b-module K with

action h-1 =y(h), p(y) is the corresponding multiplicity. Ky® W is a

simple f)-module. Let <p : XT • U(xr) ® ÍF*n+->tt- • U(rc) ■ IF*n+ by

4>(n®v)=n-v then <p is an f)-module homomorphism. Thus n~-IF*

= n~ • U(xr) ■ W*n+ is b-isomorphic with Xl-r MyKy ® W where the AfT

correspond as above to multiplicities. Let Py : n~ ■ W*—»MyKy ® W

be the corresponding b-module projection. Suppose that W is an

f)-submodule of n_,IF such that W is b-isomorphic with IF. Let 7

be such that Py(W) ^0. Since W is simple Py \ wis an b-module injec-

tion. Thus IF is b-isomorphic with Ky® W, for some 7^0, which is

impossible. Thus IF* is simple by Theorem 3.1.

If IF is the b-module Ax where XEb°. the dual space of b, and K\ is

the b-module K with the action h-1 =\(h), then we set IF* = F\ We

notice that (Fx)n+ = {vEV*\ h-v=\(h)v, hEb} =w(Kt) and thus
dim (Fx)n+ = 1. FurthermoreV*= U(®)-(V*)n+= U(xr)-(V*)n+. Thus

by the techniques of the proof of Proposition 4.1 we find that F*
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= Z<.e6o F¿ where V^= {vQV^\h-v=p(h)v}. And F*5¿0 only if X-m
is a sum of positive roots. Thus Fx is the n+ extreme b-module with

highest weight X as in Jacobson [3] or Sophus Lie [4].

5. A multiplication on P(®)°. Let ® be a Lie algebra over a field

A. Let U(®) be its universal enveloping algebra and let U(®)° be

the dual space of P(®)( = Homx(P(®), A)). Let e: U(®)°®U(®)°

—>A be given by e(f®g) =/(l)g(l) and extended by linearity. t/(®)°

is a left ©-module under the action (x-f)(g)=f(gx) where fQU(®)°,

xQ®, gQU(®). We look upon U(®)°® U(®)° as the tensor product

©-module (hence U(®)-module). We can now define a multiplication

on P(®)°: let/,/'GP(®)° then f-f'(g) = e(g-(f®f')). It is not hard
to check that P(®)° is an associative, commutative ring under this

multiplication. P(®)° contains a unit. In fact, U(®) = A-1 ffi® • U(®)

let/0: P(®)—»A be the corresponding projection. Then/0-/=/ for all

fQU(®)°. If A is of characteristic 0 then U(®)° is an integral do-

main. (If A is of characteristic p9*0 then P(®)° has no elements/

such that/2=/.) For details see Cartier [l] or Hochschild [2]. We

also note that the map U(®)°® P(®)°->P(®)° given by /®/'-»/-/'

is a ©-module homomorphism. Thus ® acts on t/(®)° as derivations.

We now return to the case ® semisimple and A characteristic 0

and algebraically closed, and we maintain the notation of §4. If V

is a ©-module and pQij" we set (as before) V„— {vQV\ h-v=p(h) -v}.

We also note that if XGf)° then (setting) P(AX) = P(X) C P(®)°. Set

n~U(®)<> = {/GP(®)°|/(Mg)=0 for all nQrr, gQU(®)}.

Lemma 5.1. (a) n"P(®)° is a subring of U(®)°.

(b) J/X, X', p, p'QÍ)0 then P(X)„-P(X')„-CTXX+X'W-

Proof, (a) Let «Gn", gQU(®), f, f'Qn~U(®)<>. Then f-f'(ng)

= e(ng(f®f)). Let g-(f®f) = £,y/,- ® //, //,/< Gn" P(®)° (if
/Gn"P(®)°   then   g-fQn~U(®)«).   e(ng(f®f'))=   e^-E/i®//)

= e(2>-/i ® //+/,■ ® «•//)) = EVi(«)-//(i) +/*(!)//(»)) = o.
Thus/./'G" P(@)°.

(b) is proved similarly.

Let P(®)=[/Gn"P(®)°|dimx P(®)-/<oo|. Clearly F(®) is a

subalgebra of n"P(®)° and foQF(®).

Theorem 5.1. P(@) contains every finite dimensional simple ©-

module exactly once. Furthermore, P(@) = ^3x F^ a ®-module direct

sum over allX dominant integral (that is if aQir then 2(X, a)/(a, a) is a

nonnegative integer). Furthermore V*-Vy = Fx+X' if X and X' are dom-

inant integral.
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Proof. Let F be a finite dimensional simple submodule of F(@).

Then dim« Fn =1 and there is a dominant integral XEf)° such that

if vEF"+ then h-v=\(h)-v. If gEU(@), hE^JEF"+ then g = n~h'n+,
n-EU(rr), h'EU(®, n+EU(n+) and f(hg) =f(hn~h'n+) =f(n-hh'n+)
= 0 if «-^1 and n+^i. Thus if n~ or w+^1 then f(hg) =0=\(h)f(g).

I f n- = «+ = 1 then/(M') =f(h'h) = (h •/) (¥) =\(h)f(h'). Thus/E F(X)n+
= (Fx)n+. And thus V=VK

If/EF(®) then dim* U(®) ■/< ». Thus £/(©) •/= £X ^ finite
dimensional simple. Thus/E ^,VX. Hence F(®) = 2^FX, X dominant

integral.

By Lemma 5.1 we have Va- Fx'CF(X+X'). By the above the only

finite dimensional simple submodule of F(X-fX') is Fx+X'. Thus if X, X'

are dominant integral then V'-V*' = Fx+X'.

Let x= {«i, • • • , ai} and let Xi, • • • , X¡ be defined by

2(at-, Xy)/(a,-, a¿) = Sij = 0 if ij&j, = 1 if i—j. Then by Theorem 5.1 we

know that VXl+V>*+ - - ■ + V*' generates F(@). Let F=FXl+FXj

+ • • • + VXl. Consider the symmetric algebra on F, S(V), /-graded

in the natural manner. That is Sn(V) where »= («i, ■ • • , «¡), «i^O,

«,- an integer is the space spanned by all products of «i elements of FXl,

«2 elements of FX2, etc. S(V) inherits a ©-module structure from F.

And there is a natural algebra and ©-homomorphism i>: 5(F)—>F(@)

such that 5"(F)-^F"ixi+--+n¡x¡. Since F(@) is an integral domain

Ker$ is a prime ideal in 5(F). If 7(F) = {/E5(F)|x-/ = 0 for all
xE®} then 7+(F) = 7(F)fWo Sn(V) is a subalgebra of Ker $. We

have not as yet found the relationship between Keri> and 7+(F).

We conclude this section with a simple example of Ker <$. Let

®=A2-ir= {«i, a2}. Then Fxi is just the 3 dimensional representa-

tion of A2 as sl(3, K) and FX2 is just the dual module of Fxi. If

AxE FÎ}, A2E Vi¡_ai, A3E V^ai_»2. Identifying FX2 with thedual mod-

ule of Fxi we take the dual basis Yu Y2, Y3, oí Xu X2, X3. (YiE V\,

YiEVÍ¡_a2, YsEVll) and Ker3> is generated by XiYi+X2Y2+X3Y3.
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